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ADHD affects between 4 and 12 per cent of school age children, and persists into 
adulthood in 10 to 60 per cent of patients, with an estimated 4.5 per cent of adults 
manifesting the disorder (Gillig, Gentile & Atiq, 2005). As many of 15 per cent of adults 
with ADHD do not know that they have the condition (Adler, 2008). Adult ADHD 
presupposes the presence of the disorder in childhood, but it is not necessary to meet 
all the childhood diagnostic criteria if inattention or hyperkinesis cause impairment in 
multiple domains in adulthood, such as relationships, occupational performance and 
academic achievement. The symptoms decrease in intensity with age, particularly those 
of hyperactivity, and the incidence of comorbid psychiatric diagnoses increase, which 
suggests that, rather than remitting as had previously been supposed, individuals with 
childhood ADHD compensate for their symptoms and develop coping mechanisms both 
appropriate and inappropriate (Silver, 2000).


The chief manifestations of adult ADHD are procrastination and difficulty initiating tasks, 
variable and often insufficient attention to detail, disorganization and inefficient setting of 
priorities, task impersistence and disorganization. Hyperactivity, low frustration tolerance 
and impulsivity are less frequent, but chaotic lifestyles, substance abuse and other 
psychiatric disorders are more often noted. The socioeconomic consequences of adult 
ADHD are substantial: a 2004 study estimated that high school graduates with ADHD 
earned about $11,000 less per year than their non-ADHD counterparts, while the 
discrepancy for college graduates was approximately $4,500; lost productivity on 
account of ADHD was estimated at $77 billion annually, which was more than the effects 
of depression, alcoholism and drug addiction (Biederman & Faraone, 2006). Adults with 
ADHD have greater rates of job change, separation and divorce and legal difficulties, 
and as many as 80 per cent may have comorbid psychiatric diagnoses (Kattragada & 
Schubiner, 2007).
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ADHD symptoms fall into two primary categories: (1) inattention and (2) hyperactivity / 
impulsivity. Inattention symptoms may include a short attention span and lack of response 
to verbal or gestural cues. Hyperactive symptoms may manifest themselves in the display 
of lot of excess motoric activity energy, rapid speech, fidgeting, etc. He/she may also 
have problems remaining seated, particularly during childhood years. Impulsive actions 
often demonstrate a disconnect between executive functioning and actions. Co-morbid 
disorders often associated with ADHD would include autism spectrum disorder, and a 
number of mood and anxiety disorders.


For a diagnosis of ADHD under DSM-5, a person must display at least six symptoms, 
whereas those over the age of 17 years must present with five symptoms from both 
categories (Inattention and Hyperactivity-Impulsivity). In addition, symptoms must persist 
for at least six months, and also be inconsistent with one’s developmental level (APA, 
2013). Seen below, are examples of behavioral and cognitive symptoms from both 
categories referenced earlier.


Inattention – Does not pay close attention to details, difficulty sustaining attention, does 
not listen when spoken to directly, does not follow instructions/finish schoolwork, difficulty 
organizing tasks/activities, avoids sustained mental effort, loses important things, easily 
distracted, forgetful.


Hyperactivity-Impulsivity – Fidgets/squirms, leaves seat, runs about/climbs, difficulty 
playing quietly, often ‘on the go,’ talks excessively, blurts out answers before questions 
completed, difficulty waiting one’s turn, interrupts or intrudes on others

For a diagnosis under DSM-5, several of these symptoms must be present before the age 
of 12, and must also be present across two or more settings (e.g., home and school). 
Clinical impairment must be shown in social, academic or occupational functioning. These 
symptoms cannot co-occur exclusively with other psychiatric or mental disorders.

A diagnosis of ADHD can be predominately inattention, predominately hyperactive/
impulsive or a combination of both.


SYMPTOMS:
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LIVING WITH ADHD:

Persons with ADHD have difficulties in communication, social and occupational 
functioning. Brain imaging studies have found dysfunction related to hypo activation in 
areas of the brain involving high-level cognitive functioning, including executive function, 
attention and sensorimotor functions (Cortese et al., 2012). Executive functioning is 
involved in organizing, regulation, control and planning. Many people with ADHD carry on 
normal lives, complete higher education and are often very successful across a variety of 
professions. However, if left untreated, they may also be more disorganized, lack 
concentration to finish a task, display impulsivity via several risk-taking behaviors, and are 
prone to mood swings. Persons who have met the DSM-5 criteria for ADHD most likely 
require some level of therapy to improve their daily functioning. In other cases, if left 
untreated, a person’s ability to process information across cognitive domains may be so 
significantly impaired that they result in deficits which impair basic tasks, and thus one’s 
quality of life. He/she, for example, may not be able to keep a job due to the inability to 
show up for work on time and meet deadlines.


Currently, behavioral therapies are widely used to help a person with ADHD improve 
functioning across several social-interpersonal domains. Families, caregivers and 
educators need to learn effective strategies regarding how to best interact with those who 
evidence a diagnosis of ADHD. The primary focus needs to be on first educating the 
individual with ADHD to better understand their condition, and to realize that, in many 
cases, their primary symptoms can actually prove to be an asset as they approach 
adulthood. Indeed, they should be given a list of people who possessed this diagnosis, 
and went on to become extremely successful with their careers in later life. This list would 
include past Presidents of the United States, as well as those who started their 
businesses which later found themselves featured in Fortune 500 publications.
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The heavy reliance on medication, specifically anti-depressants and psychostimulants, 
in the treatment of ADHD has raised concerns over side effects and addiction. 
Pharmacotherapy is a frequently recommended treatment because it produces 
improvements in core ADHD symptoms, including hyperactivity, inattention and 
impulsivity. A major concern is the risk of children becoming overly dependent on 
medication. However, brain imaging studies have identified long-term improvements in 
core symptoms. A survey of brain imaging studies on persons with ADHD revealed 
structural deficits (i.e., reduced volume of specific neurochemicals in areas of the basal 
ganglia and anterior cingulate cortex) in the brains of those who presented with a 
diagnosis of ADHD. Proper medication has been extremely effective in altering the levels 
of neurochemicals responsible for sustained attention (Frodl & Skokauskas, 2011).


Behavioral interventions, on other hand, have proven more effective in treating overall 
behavioral functioning, as opposed to the primary symptoms of ADHD. Behavioral 
therapies used in the treatment of ADHD focus primarily on one’s symptoms (Becker, 
Chorpita, & Daleiden, 2011). The major challenge in the life of many persons with ADHD 
relates to impairments in daily functioning. While medication can improve the attention 
span of a child, behavioral therapy can teach the individual how to sustain attention, 
block out distractions, and improve basic social skills.


Over 60% of those with ADHD are believed to use complementary and alternative 
medicine (CAM) (Searight, Robertson, Smith, Perkins, & Searight, 2012). The type of 
CAM therapy used depends partly on the underlying cause of ADHD. A wide variety of 
causes attributed to the development of ADHD would include dietary, environmental, 
and genetic vulnerabilities. Chelation therapy, for example, is a treatment that supports 
the belief that ADHD is caused by heavy metals ingested by the body. Dietary 
modifications are proving to be effective. Omega-3 fatty acids have provided modest 
efficacy in the treatment of ADHD. The effect of essential fatty acids on the central 

THERAPY AND TREATMENT OF ADHD:
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